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Abstract – The performance of a tracking/fusion algo-
rithm depends very much on the complexity of the prob-
lem. This paper presents an approach for evaluating
tracking/fusion algorithms that considers the difficulty of
the problem. Evaluation is performed by characterizing
the performance of the basic functions of prediction and
association. The problem complexity is summarized by
means of context metrics. Two context metrics for char-
acterizing prediction and association difficulty are nor-
malized target mobility and normalized target density.
These metrics should be presented along with the per-
formance metrics. The context metrics also support more
efficient generation of input data for performance
evaluation. Simple tests for evaluating basic tracking
algorithm functions are presented.
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1 Introduction

Performance evaluation is important for character-
izing tracking/fusion algorithms. Almost every paper on
tracking/fusion algorithms contains some simulated per-
formance results. However, the performance of an algo-
rithm depends not only on the performance metrics used
but also on the nature of the specific problem such as
target and sensor characteristics. When the problem is
easy, almost any algorithm will perform well; when the
problem is difficult, even the most sophisticated algo-
rithm will fail. Thus it is important to represent the na-
ture of the problem in any performance evaluation. How-
ever, although much has been written about performance
metrics and measures of performance (MOPs), very little
has been done in characterizing problem complexity in
performance evaluation.

This paper presents a methodology for characteriz-
ing the performance of tracking and fusion algorithms.
The methodology is applicable to multiple target tracking
algorithms and fusion algorithms that are similar to
tracking (sometimes called Level 1 fusion). It character-
izes tracking performance in terms of the basic functions
of prediction and association. The problem complexity is
represented by means of context metrics. This concept
first appeared in some unpublished work (e.g., [1]) and

was presented for a specific application in [2]. By pre-
senting the context metrics along with the performance
metrics, the performance of the tracking algorithm is
specified more completely because one also has a measure
of the problem complexity.

The context metrics are also useful in designing in-
puts for testing tracking algorithms. Instead of consider-
ing many possible combinations of target and sensor
parameters, we can focus on spanning the space of con-
text metrics. This is a more systematic and efficient way
of evaluating performance.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2
presents issues in characterizing the performance of
tracking algorithms. Section 3 discusses an approach for
characterizing algorithm performance in terms of the
performance of the basic functions of prediction and
association. Context metrics for representing prediction
and association difficulty are presented in Section 4.
Section 5 discusses some possible inputs for testing the
basic functions in tracking algorithms.

2 Issues in Performance Evaluation

Multiple target tracking is now a fairly well-
established discipline with many algorithms developed
over the years. Algorithm evaluation usually involves
Monte Carlo simulations, and occasionally real data are
used. However, there is no standard methodology for
performance evaluation. Since algorithms are usually
evaluated for different scenarios and with different tech-
niques, it is difficult to objectively compare different
algorithms. What is needed is an approach of represent-
ing both the performance and scenarios for algorithm
evaluation. Then different algorithms can be compared
using these performance specifications.

Compared to the vast literature in algorithms, there
is little research in performance evaluation. The follow-
ing are some issues associated with performance evalua-
tion

2.1 Performance Metrics

Performance metrics or measures of performance
(MOP’s) are what most people focus on in performance
evaluation. Quite a few papers have been written on per-
formance metrics, for example references [3] – [8]. Many



performance metrics have been developed and generally
fall into two categories: state estimation performance
metrics and association performance metrics.

State estimation performance metrics include state
estimation errors such as root mean square (RMS) posi-
tion error and RMS velocity error. When target identifi-
cation is performed, target identification error becomes a
performance metric.

A crucial function of multiple target tracking is as-
sociating measurements to form tracks before state esti-
mates can be generated. Many metrics have been pro-
posed for measuring association performance. Some more
common ones are: probability of correct association, track
purity, track fragmentation, track life, probability of false
tracks, probability of detecting targets, etc. The specific
choice of metrics depends on the objective of tracking.

2.2 Problem Characterization

The performance metrics by themselves do not tell a
complete story about an algorithm since tracking per-
formance depends on the target scenario and the sensor
parameters. In a typical paper with performance results,
the target scenario and the sensor locations will be de-
scribed before the performance results are presented.
However, it is up to the reader to infer about the difficulty
of the problem from the data presented.

This situation is far from being satisfactory since the
performance results depend so much on the problem
characteristics. It is highly desirable to have a simple way
of representing problem complexity. This characteriza-
tion will allow a tracking system designer to match the
right algorithm to the problem.

Recently there has been some interest in adaptive
control of tracking algorithms. The rationale is that most
tracking algorithms have been developed for specific
situations and that there is no single algorithm that per-
forms well under all situations. Thus, one may want to
have a number of algorithms in the system and select the
algorithm most suitable for the current situation. Such a
system will require evaluating the performance of the
algorithms for different problem characteristics.

2.3 Input Data Generation

In many other types of systems, standard inputs are
used to stimulate the system for performance evaluation,
e.g., impulse and step inputs for control systems and
sinusoids for signal filters. Then the performance is char-
acterized according to the type of input as impulse, step
and frequency responses. Multiple target tracking algo-
rithms are far more complicated because of the need to
perform data association. Thus, selecting the appropriate
inputs for performance evaluation will not be as simple
and Monte Carlo simulations will always be needed. Still,
finding a systematic way of selecting the target and sen-
sor parameters to cover the problem space is highly desir-
able. As it stands now, thorough algorithm evaluation
involves varying the system parameters one by one, run-
ning simulations and evaluating performance for each set
of parameters. This is inefficient both in terms of the

amount of test data to be generated and the performance
data that have to be analyzed.

3 Evaluation Methodology

We characterize the performance of tracking algo-
rithms in terms of the performance of their main compo-
nents. Figure 1 shows a decomposition of tracking into
the following three basic functions (even though some
algorithms may actually combine some of these func-
tions):

• Prediction that extrapolates the current track state
estimates to the time of the next measurements

• Association that determines the origins of the meas-
urements, whether they are from real targets or false
alarms

• Estimation that combines the predicted estimates
with the associated measurements to update the esti-
mates on the tracks

Prediction Estimation

Association

Measurements Tracks

Figure 1: Basic Tracking Functions

Since estimation performance is determined by prediction
and association performance, we will focus primarily on
prediction and association.

Performance evaluation follows the steps shown in
Figure 2. In addition to computing the traditional per-
formance metrics, we also compute context metrics to
characterize the complexity of the problem. In presenting
performance results, both performance and context met-
rics will be given as a function of time to show how per-
formance varies with problem complexity (Figure 3).
Plots of performance metrics against context metrics can
be used to compare performance of two algorithms (Fig-
ure 4). These curves provide a more complete specifica-
tion of the algorithm performance than just the perform-
ance metrics alone.
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Figure 2: Performance Evaluation Approach
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Figure 3: Notional Performance Specifications
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Figure 4: Notional Performance Comparison

4 Context Metrics

Context metrics represent the complexity of the
problem that affects tracking performance. Many vari-
ables in a problem affect tracking performance. We know
intuitively that the problem becomes more difficult with
denser and more mobile targets, lower sensor revisit rate,
lower sensor accuracy, higher false alarm, and lower
detection probability. The question is whether there is a
way to measure this difficulty.

A tracking problem is defined by parameter values
such as target dynamics, target densities, sensor revisit
rate, sensor geometry, sensor error, etc. Conceptually
context metrics may be viewed as equivalent classes on
the problem parameters as follows.

Suppose the problem parameters are given by
),....,,( 21 RCCCC = . Then the performance metrics are

functions of the problem parameters, where the functions
depend on the particular tracking algorithm, i.e., the q-th
performance metric qm  is, for q = 1, …,Q

),...,()( 21 Rqqq CCCGCGm == (1)

or

)(CGm = (2)

Certain values of the problem parameters may yield

the same performance metrics, i.e., if ji CC = , then

)()( jjii CGmCGm === . Here the superscript denotes

particular values. (Subscripts represent components of a
performance metrics or context metrics vector). These

two values of C, iC  and jC , are equivalent with respect
to the performance metrics m. The possible values of C
can then be partitioned into equivalence classes such that
all problem parameter values in the same equivalence
class produce the same values for the performance met-
rics. The context metrics basically represent the equiva-
lent classes.

Suppose the context metrics are ),.,..( 1 Ss cccc = .

Each sc  can be expressed in terms of the problem pa-

rameters by a function H which is induced by the
equivalence classes.

),..,,()( 21 Rsss CCCHCHc == (3)

and

)(CHc = (4)

If two values of the problem parameters have the
same values for the context metrics, i.e.,

)()( 21 CHCH = , then their performance metrics will

have the same values, i.e., )()( 21 CGCG = . The per-

formance metrics can then be expressed in terms of the
context metrics, i.e.,

)(cLm = (5)

In other words, the problem parameters affect the per-
formance metrics through the context metrics. Even
though two sets of parameters may have different values,
they will have the same values for the performance met-
rics as long as the context metrics have the same values.
Figure 5 shows the concept behind this approach.
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Figure 5: Equivalence Classes and Context Metrics

To make the discussion more concrete, consider the
example in Figure 6. The performance metric of interest
is CP , the probability of correct association. This metric

depends on the following problem parameters: target
separation D and measurement error E. The equivalence



classes of problem parameters, i.e., values that have the
same probability of correct association, are lines through
the origin. In other words, all D’s and E’s that have the
same slope have the same association performance. These
equivalence classes can be parameterized by the slope ia ,

which can be used as the context metric. Thus the context
metric a  is related to the problem parameters by the
function a = D/E, and we have reduced the dimension of
the problem space from two to one.

Target Separat ion D

Measurement  Error E

Equivalence 
Classes

Normalized Target Separation
a1

a2

a3

a4

a1 a2 a3 a4

Problem Parameters

Context Metrics

Figure 6: Example of Equivalence Classes

Another example of equivalence classes is the nor-
malized target dynamics for prediction accuracy. The
problem parameters that affect prediction accuracy are
target dynamics and sensor revisit rate. Since one will
expect a slow target with low revisit rate to have the same
prediction performance as a fast target with high revisit
rate, the context metric that represents the equivalent
classes is the ratio of target dynamics to sensor revisit
rate.

We shall discuss these two context metrics that af-
fect prediction and association performance in more
detail in the following subsections.

4.1 Prediction Context Metric

Prediction affects tracking performance in both sin-
gle and multiple target tracking. When association is not
an issue, the predicted estimate is combined with the
measurement to update the estimate. When association is
required, e.g., in tracking multiple targets, a good pre-
dicted estimate of the track can help to correctly associate
the measurements. The prediction context metric repre-
sents the inherent nature and difficulty of the prediction
problem. The difficulty of prediction depends on the type
of target and how its state (position, velocity, activity,
etc.) evolve over time. As discussed before, it also de-
pends on the observation interval or revisit rate.

The context metric that characterizes the difficulty
of predicting the target state is the normalized target
mobility. The mobility of a target represents the inherent
unpredictability of its state over time. A stationary target,
such as a radar, has zero location mobility and its loca-
tion is very easy to predict. A target that moves at a
known constant speed over a road also has zero mobility.
On the other hand, a highly maneuverable target, with
stop and go behavior, has high mobility. Mobility is nor-
malized by the observation interval since the difficulty of

predicting a highly mobile target over a short interval is
equivalent to that of predicting a less mobile target over a
longer interval.

The normalized target mobility can be defined as
the entropy of the state probability distribution at the end
of the observation interval. The entropy characterizes the
uncertainty in a random variable or vector. Let )(xp  be

the probability distribution of the random variable x .
Then the entropy of x is given by

∑−=
i

ii xpxpxh )(log)()( (6)

if x  is a discrete random variable and

∫−= dxxpxpxh )(log)()( (7)

if x is a continuous variable.

If x is a n-dimensional Gaussian random vector
with covariance matrix P , the entropy of x is

Pexh n)2log(
2

1
)( π= (8)

where P  is the determinant of the matrix P .

Thus the normalize target mobility is

• Pe n)2log( π , where P  is the determinant of the

covariance matrix representing the state uncertainty
at the end of an observation interval, or

• ∫− dxxpxp )(log)( , where )(xp  is the state prob-

ability distribution at the end of the observation in-
terval

The normalized target mobility can be computed in
several ways. It can be computed directly from target
motion models when they are available. For each target,
the probability distribution or covariance matrix at the
end of an observation (or revisit) interval is used to com-
pute the normalized mobility. Note that the target mobil-
ity may vary over time. A target moving over a road
network may have limited mobility between intersections
and high mobility at intersections. Thus it is easy to pre-
dict the target state between intersections and difficult at
intersections. The mobility also increases when the target
moves off-road. Figure 7 shows an example.
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Figure 7: Dependence of Mobility on Time



Another approach is by means of Monte Carlo
simulations. Suppose there are N Monte Carlo runs of the
target trajectory. For each target i , the mean of the target
location at the end of the observation interval is

∑
=

=
N

j
iji x

N
x

1

1
(9)

where ijx  is the target state at the end of the observation

interval for the j-th Monte Carlo run. The covariance of
the state can be estimated from

∑ −−=
N

i

T
iijiiji xxxx

N
P ))((

1
(10)

The average normalized target mobility can be obtained
by averaging all target mobilities.

4.2 Association Context Metric

The association context metric characterizes the in-
trinsic difficulty of the association problem. The associa-
tion of targets (or more exactly tracks) with measure-
ments depends on the separation between the targets, the
prior uncertainty on the target states, and the uncertainty
in the measurements. The measurement uncertainty is
used to normalize the separation between the targets
since the difficulty of associating highly accurate meas-
urements from closely separated targets is equivalent to
that of associating less accurate measurements from
widely separated targets.

The association context metric is the normalized
target density defined as the target density (in the obser-
vation space) normalized by the observation uncertainty.
This density was also used in analytic prediction of asso-
ciation performance [9]. Density is chosen over target
separation since it is easier to compute. To compute the
average separation between targets requires finding the
distance between all target pairs. On the other hand,
calculating the density only requires counting the targets
in a volume.

Let yD  be the target density in the observation

space, i.e., the number of targets per unit volume in the
observation space, and R  be the covariance of the meas-
urement error. Then the normalized target density is
given by

2/1|| RDy (11)

The normalized density is the number of targets
(real or false) in a volume defined by the observation
error. These include the confusers that need to be consid-
ered in associating measurements to the target. The
higher the normalized density, the more difficult is the
association problem.

Note that the density of interest is defined in the ob-
servation space which is in general different from the
density in the target state space. The target state space
density itself may be different from the usual position

density. Let xD  be the density in the target state space

and )(xhy =  be the observation function. Then the den-

sity in the observation space can be computed from the
target state space density by the same approach used in
transforming probability densities. In particular, if h is a
one-to-one function, then

|/| xy

D
D x

y ∂∂
= (12)

Figure 8 shows how the density in the observation space
varies with the sensor location.
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Figure 8: Densities in Target and Observation Spaces

The normalized density decreases with more dimen-
sions in the observations and the association problem
becomes easier. For example, velocity measurements will
separate two targets that are close in location but have
different velocities (e.g., crossing targets).

If some estimate of the prediction error covariance
is available, a more accurate association context metric
can be obtained. Let yP  be the covariance of the pre-

dicted error of the target state estimate projected onto the
observation space. Then the normalized target density
can be computed as

2/1
RPD yy + (13)

which represents the number of targets in a volume de-
fined by the observation and prediction errors. Estimating
the prediction error covariance is not easy since it de-
pends on the tracking algorithm, and except for Kalman
filters, also on the previous measurements and association
decisions. One approach that is independent of algorithm
and measurements is to estimate the prediction uncer-
tainty over the observation interval starting from ground
truth.

The normalized target density can be calculated in
several ways. One approach is to compute the density in
the target state space and convert it to the density in the
observation space. The normalized target density is then
given by (11). Another approach is to count the number
of targets which fall inside the observation uncertainty
volume for a given target. This can be generalized even
further by counting all targets j  such that

dxxRPxx ijyij ≤−+− − )()()'( 1 (14)

for some d, and where x is the target state and i  is the
target of interest.



Similar to the normalized target mobility, the nor-
malized target density may vary with time depending on
the scenario. Thus it is useful to plot the density over time
to show its effect on association performance. The aver-
age of the density over time and targets can be used to
represent the overall association complexity.

4.3 Use of Context Metrics in Performance
Evaluation

The context metrics summarize the problem com-
plexity for interpreting the performance metrics. The
computation of the context metrics depends on the level
of performance evaluation. The following are some possi-
bilities:

1. Individual target tracking performance as a function
of time. The context metrics are computed for indi-
vidual targets at each time.

2. Aggregate tracking performance as a function of
time. The average context metrics over the targets of
interest are computed.

3. Aggregate tracking performance average over all
time. The average context metrics over all times and
all targets should be used.

5 Input Data Selection

Context metrics are useful in performance evalua-
tion since they provide a measure of the problem diffi-
culty. They can also be used to design simulation experi-
ments since they help to eliminate duplication scenarios
that have the same complexity. Instead of generating test
data to represent all possible values of problem parame-
ters, we need only generate data covering relevant values
of the context metrics.

In this section we discuss some simple tests that can
be used to characterize how a tracking algorithm per-
forms its basic functions. The tracking algorithm is as-
sumed to be a black box. Inputs are selected to stimulate
certain functions while suppressing others. These simple
tests are analogous to performance specifications for
automobiles such as acceleration and braking times. They
cannot replace a road test but provide useful information
on some basic functions that affect performance.

5.1 Prediction and Estimation Tests

If the targets in the test scenario are far apart, asso-
ciation of measurements to tracks is not a problem. Thus
the prediction and estimation functions of a tracking
algorithm can be tested without interference from asso-
ciation.

To test prediction by itself, high quality (small er-
ror) measurements from widely separated targets are used
to initialize the tracking algorithm (we may need to wait
until the transients die out), and the outputs are recorded
as the initial target states. The algorithm is then run
without additional measurements. This effectively turns
off the association and estimation functions and only the
prediction function is active. The outputs at different

times are then the predicted states of the targets at those
times. To test just the estimation function, targets with
very simple motion models should be chosen so that
prediction is not an issue.

5.2 Association Tests

To stimulate only the association function, we need
to prevent prediction from functioning so that we can
focus only on association performance. This can be ac-
complished by using stationary targets whose states do
not change over time. In this case, the prediction function
is inactive, and the outputs reflect only the results of
association.

6 Conclusions
We have presented an approach for evaluating

tracking/fusion algorithm performance that considers the
difficulty of the problem. Evaluation is performed by
characterizing the performance of the basic functions of
prediction and association. The problem complexity is
summarized by means of context metrics. Two context
metrics to characterize prediction and association diffi-
culty are normalized target mobility and normalized
target density. These metrics should be presented along
with the performance metrics in performance evaluation.
These metrics also allow more efficient generation of
input data for performance evaluation. We have also
presented some simple tests to characterize how a track-
ing algorithm performs different functions.

The metrics presented in this paper have been used
in tracking algorithm evaluation [2] and found to be
useful both in reducing the amount of test data generated
and in interpreting the results. The wide use of context
metrics by the tracking community will provide more
meaningful presentation of tracking performance results.
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